LIMITED EDITION - 200 pcs
ADV

NAPICS006
$ 225

NAPICS008
$ 225

MOVEMENT
Chrono movement

NAPICS009
$ 225

NAPICS010
$ 225

STRAP
Fabric or silicone strap

FEATURES
Date window at 4 o’clock

NAPICS002
$ 275

MOVEMENT Japanese
automatic movement
STRAP
Leather and fabric strap
FEATURES
Date window at 3 o’clock

ICEBREAKER COLLECTION
In a land where man can bring no excuses and must face the pure power of
nature, we call this land the Arctic.
Where human beings are challenged and must rely only on the power of
icebreakers to bring them home safely.

CASE Ø 45 mm
stainless steel case with
unidirectional rotating
top ring
WATER RESISTANT
100 m / 330 ft
SCREW DOWN CASE
BACK

Nautica took this inspiration and reconstructed them to build the Icebreaker
Cup Chrono collection: watches you can trust on any adventure, from everyday
activities, to living the most wild experiences.
With a substantial 45mm Stainless Steel case and a rotating top ring with
coloured details, it’s immediately clear this watch is the perfect balance
between performances and style.
Rich in details: with a Nautica style flag in a triangular shape at 12 o’clock
and three subdials for the chronograph function, counting hours, minutes and
seconds. Also the bicoloured tip of the second hand adds a unique touch. The
strap is available in both fabric or silicone for a dressy or more sporty look.

SCREW DOWN CROWN

For a man of no compromise, the Icebreaker is also available in a limited
Automatic edition box set (only 200 pcs available) and comes with a fabric
and leather strap.

LUMINOUS
Hands with luminous

The Icebreaker Cup collection is the ultimate sport elegant accessory you don’t
want to miss this season. Dare to live the most challenging times of your day
with a trusty companion: choose your Icebreaker Cup timekeeper.

